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Abstract: Evolving research has increasingly recognized the crucial role of workers’ well-being in
contributing to organizational effectiveness and survival, also studying the different factors that can
influence it. This paper explores how the construct of living and working together in organizations
(LWTO) can face two current organizational challenges in terms of well-being: 1. keeping a balance
between performance and organizational quality of life; 2. managing the relationship with others’
differences. Thus, LTWO is understood as the possibility (or absence) of a good exchange between
workers (identity and otherness), related to a clear and shared work purpose within a specific
organizational culture of difference that allows diversity of expression through generative conflict.
We tested our model using the exploratory structural equation modeling methodology with EQS-6.3.
Our results show how well-being is in fact influenced by LWTO and highlights in particular the
central role played by work purpose.

Keywords: professional well-being; organizational well-being; living and working together; diversity;
work purpose

1. Introduction

Well-being is a classic, challenging, and relevant topic; thus, research on well-being is
rich and substantial [1–4]. How people feel in organizations can be a key point, not only
with regard to the consequences of work-related stress on professionals but also for the
survival and growth of the organization itself [2,3,5–19].

When talking about well-being, if we look at the current debate, we can see many
studies with a complex approach to the study of this topic and some big questions still to
be debated and on which we are going to insert our proposal.

1.1. State of the Art and Two Relevant Issue

In recent literature, as shown by Taheri et al. [4], there’s an increasing number of
theories and models aimed at describing and explaining how various factors influence
well-being in organizations. Some of these are related to job characteristics or are at the
individual level (e.g., meaningful work, self-control skills, psychological capital, job secu-
rity, successful education, sense of control of affairs, and the ability to accept the realities
of life), while others are at the relational and organizational level (e.g., organizational
support, better interpersonal behavior, transformative leadership, organizational culture,
sustainability of learning situations and rapid application of new knowledge, work-life
balance issues, etc.). In other words, well-being is the result of the combination and the
mutual influences of many causal factors.

Among the issues that have emerged over the years, we believe that two are particu-
larly relevant and require further attention. The first of these concerns the fact that, when fo-
cusing on employees’ well-being, researchers’ and practitioners’ recommendation has often
been to shift attention away from factors usually associated with performance [11,20–22].
According to some authors [11,23,24], this recommendation is supported by the fact that
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the dominant HRM approaches have focused on performance at the expense of employees’
well-being.

This type of approach risks developing a sort of binary logic in HR practices, placing
performance and well-being in two necessarily antagonistic positions [5,25,26]. Therefore,
it is necessary to explore from a complex perspective the potential compatibilities between
performance and well-being, accommodating the interests of both the ethical and the
economic side [11,27–30]. As suggested by Ogbonnaya and Messersmith [26], researchers
should explore how HRM systems can ensure adequate levels of employee performance
while also not compromising well-being.

The second relevant issue is that, even if many studies have focused on individ-
ual, relational, and organizational dimensions, as yet little attention has been given to
diversity [31–33]. Thus, organizations have a twofold condition, with constrictions on
the one hand (i.e., employees have to work with colleagues that they do not choose)
and opportunities on the other (i.e., employees can improve together). This means that
relations and interactions with others are essential but often challenging organizational
requirements [34]. Specifically, we refer to the fact that diversity (and its management)
still represents a “double-edged sword”, since, too often, diversity-focused initiatives and
policies are implemented without the organizational culture (and so, the organizational
actors) being ready to recognize diversity as a productive resource and as an element of
value for the improvement of the professionals and the system as a whole. A consequence
of this misalignment in terms of well-being is, therefore, a missed chance to link profes-
sionals’ well-being to the enhancement of their specific skills, to the relationships with
colleagues, and to the possibility of comparing and exchanging ideas, knowledge, and
competences. Not only, in addition to losing this opportunity, organizations may face the
reinforcement of diversity representation as a threat, an increase in criticality, and resistance
against diversity; that is, an exacerbation of the perception of irreconcilability. According
to us, this calls to the crucial and challenging role of the management of difference in
organizations and to the possibility (or lack thereof) of an enhancement of differences
without underestimating the efforts required.

1.2. The Living and Working Together in Organization Proposal

Considering the above reflections, in this work, we studied the link between profes-
sionals’ well-being and living and working together in organizations (LWTO), which is
positioned in the constructivism perspective [35].

Previous research highlighted that a good LWTO between workers helps to prevent
forms of exclusion and malaise and to counteract destructive interpersonal conflicts; it
also allows the enhancement of the specificities of each professional and the promotion of
innovative ideas thanks to the comparison between minds at work [36–43].

LTWO is based on these main elements: the centrality of the relationship quality
and exchanges between identity and otherness, related to a shared, clear, and sustainable
work purpose within an organizational culture of difference (OCD) that allows diversity
expression through generative conflict. Therefore, assuming that in organizations profes-
sionals are required to work together to produce (services or goods), it is obvious that a
clear, shared, and sustainable work purpose can represent a common point of convergence
for identification and motivation to act. In our perspective, the work purpose can be
understood as a kind of boundary object [44]; in fact, it requires a shared organizational
vision and a translation into clear organizational mandates. Thus, work purpose, both as a
concrete and symbolic component of identification and motivation to act, constitutes the
opportunity for professionals to achieve an exchange between identity and otherness. By
“identity”, we mean all that is known, perceived as “acquainted with” and that defines
“familiar borders of safety” for an individual. Symmetrically, “otherness” calls the familiar
into question because it represents what is unknown and frightening. This kind of process
could also bring issues of conflict to light. However, as work purpose represents the ele-
ment around which and for which identity and otherness must interact in organizations, it
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can provide the opportunity to deal with and manage conflict, increasing trust and clarify-
ing mutual expectations. Of course, regarding an organizational context, this triangulation
must be contextualized within a specific OCD to better understand the deep assumptions
about how processes and relations should be treated. Thus, OCD, by allowing or rejecting
the possibility to recognize and dialogue with differences, accelerates or inhibits the ability
to promote generative work processes.

Through LTWO, we can approach the study of professional well-being by connect-
ing it to different dimensions of organizational life. This is coherent with literature
suggestion [4,6] recommendation for a complex model approach, and it is in line with
the works trying to reduce the risk of bias between well-being and performance, since
diversity can serve as fuel for enriching relational exchanges.

Our hypothesis is that professionals’ well-being is influenced by “exchange possibil-
ity”, which (in turn) is predicted by three factors (connected to each other): OCD, work
purpose, and organizational management. OCD informs organizational actors regarding
how to handle the relationship with otherness and, thus—according to our approach—to
feel comfortable and allowed (or not) to come into contact with their differences. Work
purpose—according to our approach—represents a “space” wherein identity and otherness
can confront each other on a concrete organizational mandate. This means that a common
work purpose—in terms of meaning, feasibility, and congruence—allows to maintain the
relation even when experiencing conflictual situations. As stated above, we considered
three factors; thus, we also added organizational management. Organizational manage-
ment “embodies” how assumptions about HR are translated into actions. In fact, we need
to find HR policies that are coherent with the assumption that relationship quality between
identity and otherness must be promoted and supported.

As shown by Figure 1, in our model the quality of the interpersonal exchange between
identity and otherness is represented by the indirect measure exchange possibility and
influences professionals’ well-being. Thus, non-destructive conflict and chances for collab-
oration between professionals are linked to well-being to the extent that they represent the
possibility of promoting an environment wherein every professional can find space and
feel allowed to express his/her own uniqueness and perspective.

Figure 1. Model to test in the study.
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To summarize, assuming that an organization is a living system and, therefore, a
system of relationships between differences aimed at producing, (goods or services), in
this study, we want to understand if well-being is influenced by LWTO’s key factors.

In the Measures section, the operationalization of the constructs will be presented.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Aims and Scope

Current organizational challenges in terms of well-being refer to: 1. keeping a balance
between performance and organizational quality of life; 2. managing the relationship
with others’ differences. A good LWTO between workers makes it possible to prevent
forms of exclusion and malaise and allows for the enhancement of the specificities of each
professional, while promoting exchange between minds at work. For these reasons, with
this study, we want to understand if well-being is linked with LTWO; consequently, we
preferred to keep an explorative approach to test the possible correlations between LTWO
and well-being.

2.2. Sample and Procedure

We collected data via questionnaire (with all closed-ended questions), either in a paper
version (in the presence of a researcher if required by the organization) or online through a
dedicated link on the Qualtrics platform. The questionnaire compiling required 35–40 min
on average. All the 816 questionnaires collected were entered in a database for preliminary
analysis; afterward, those with 60% or more answers missing were discarded.

Ultimately, there were 637 participants in the study (33.3% male, 66.7% female).
Most participants who responded to the nationality question (n.643) were Italian (90.0%).
Participants who responded to the age question (n.637) were between 30 and 60 years of
age, with an average age of 44.31 years (SD = 8.01). Age group distribution was sufficiently
balanced: 27.2% were 30–37 years old; 23.9% were 38–43 years old; 27.5% were 44–50 years
old; 21.5% were 51–60 years old.

Since we did not want to deepen the well-being only in a particular organizational
context, we decided to involve professionals working in different kinds of organization.
Precisely, we can identify 3 main macro-groups: SMEs involved in the production indus-
try (26.4%), third sector organizations (35.9%), and healthcare organizations (37.7%). A
convenience sampling criterion was used.

2.3. Measures

During questionnaire construction, we followed Fowler’s guidelines [45]: using vali-
dated scales with reliability demonstrated in previous studies; avoiding the use of open-
ended questions; using a five-point Likert scale to maximize the variance; choosing scales
close as much as possible to our constructs. All the self-reported measure proposed were
based on individual perceptions, even when they were referred to group or organizational
dimensions. Below, the scales used in the study are listed (we used the Italian versions of
the scales).

2.4. Well-Being

In this study, we interpreted “well-being” as an individual outcome experienced
by professionals in daily life. We measured it using the “MBI-General Survey” from the
Organizational Check-Up System (OCS) [46,47]. OCS is a program that measures the
level of worker burnout within organizations to identify its main causes and to develop
solutions for promoting engagement. OCS is based on precise theoretical assumptions,
namely, that the greater the balance between the individual and the context, the greater the
possibility of commitment and involvement of the person in the work, and vice versa. The
“MBI-General Survey” (16 items) detects Maslach’s three dimensions of job burnout: “emo-
tional exhaustion” vs. “energy”, “depersonalization” vs. “involvement”, and “personal
accomplishment” vs. “ineffectiveness”. For this study, we used the Italian validation made
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by Borgogni, Galati, Petitta, Schweitzer [46] in collaboration with the developers of OCS.
Specifically, “energy” and “involvement” seemed particularly relevant. In particular, the
“energy” dimension appeared suitable to obtain data concerning perceptions on psycho-
physical conditions, while the “involvement” dimension appeared suitable to obtain data
about perceptions of affective and emotional conditions.

2.5. Exchange Possibility between Identity and Otherness

We assumed that the “exchange possibility” implies the chance to avoid disruptive
conflict while supporting generative debate and so to protect professionals’ well-being.
The exchange possibility was measured with two subscales, “collaboration” (6 items) and
“social conflict” (6 items), from Majer’s [48] Italian version of the Rahim Organizational
Conflict Inventory—I. ROCI-I was created to measure the three dimensions of conflict
within organizations and can be used for organizational diagnosis or to assess the extent
of conflict in an organization, in one of its departments/functions and any changes over
time. In the Italian version [48], the factors defined “collaboration” and “social conflict”
are characterized by the presence of high saturation of items relating to harmony and
conflict (regardless of whether the harmony or conflict is created within one’s work group
or between different work groups). All the closed-answer items measure the construct
directly on a five-point Likert scale.

2.6. Organizational Culture of Difference

OCD represents an indicator of the organizational assumptions about diversity. We
measured the construct with the Diversity Perspective Questionnaire vignettes (DPQ) [49],
conceived to measure culture of diversity and its management in organizations. Au-
thors [49] identified five possible perspectives in the literature on diversity management
and ranged them from the maximum rejection of difference to its full appreciation and
valorization. Each vignette refers to one of the five perspectives, characterized as follows:

- “Reinforcing homogeneity perspective”: a diverse workforce must be avoided or
even rejected;

- “Color-blind perspective”: equal employment opportunities, with no interest in
recognizing any potential differences;

- “Fairness perspective”: equal and fair treatment specifically aimed to support minorities;
- “Access perspective”: diversity is a business strategy to reach a wider customer base

and international markets;
- “Integration and learning perspective”: treating a diverse work environment as an

opportunity for improvement for every professional.

Vignettes are introduced with this statement: “Below, you will find five short descrip-
tions of organizational scenarios. Choose the one that, in your opinion, best represents
your organization”.

2.7. Work Purpose

Work purpose is a triangulation element between identity and otherness, so it must
be clear and shared for all organizational actors. In fact, as proposed by our model, a
group with clear and shared vision of its goals, will direct all its efforts toward developing
an effective work process. We measured work purpose using the Italian validation of
two team climate inventory (TCI) subscales [50]: “vision” and “task”. TCI assumes that
groups’ innovative capacity is linked to four factors: “vision”, “participative safety”,
“task orientation”, and “support for innovation”. In fact, based on this model, a group is
facilitated to develop successful work processes when it has a clear and shared vision of
the goals and when members feel free to contribute and support each other. The “vision”
subscale (10 items) refers to the degree of clearness with which organizational and group
goals and aims are perceived as shared, attainable, and measurable. The “task orientation”
subscale (8 items) refers to a group’s commitment to accomplish the highest possible
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performance level supported by monitoring procedures. All the closed-answer items
measure the construct directly on a five-point Likert scale.

2.8. Organizational Management

Organizational management is an indicator of the processes through which organiza-
tional assumptions about how to handle diversity are translated into actions. We measured
organizational management with two subscales “change” and “leadership”, from the Areas
of Worklife Survey of the Organizational Check-Up System [46,47] (see well-being section
for more details on OCS). Specifically, “change” (10 items) measures perceptions of changes
happened over the past six months, and “leadership” (5 items) refers to professionals’
judgements on middle and top managers. The scales are composed of closed-answer items
that measure the construct directly or through an “inverse” formulation on a five-point
Likert scale.

2.9. Data Analysis

We applied exploratory structural equation modeling (ESEM) methodology with
EQS-6.3 [51,52]. ESEM was chosen because it integrates the best aspects of CFA/SEM
and traditional EFA. Hypotheses were tested through a two-stage procedure, according
to Bentler–Weeks’ approach [51]. In the first stage, we tested constructs’ measurement
properties with a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) for all scales to check their degree of
adequacy with respect to the study’s sample. In the second stage, to verify the proposed
relationships, we tested structural relationships among constructs. Degree of fit was
verified according to these criteria: goodness-of-fit statistics (Chi-square statistic (χ2), non-
normed fit index (NNFI), comparative fit index (CFI), standardized root mean square
residual (SRMR), root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), Raykov’s reliability
RHO (ρ)), discriminant reliability, and factor loadings. Test results are explained in the
sections below.

3. Results
3.1. Testing Measurement Properties
Exchange Possibility between Identity and Otherness

“Collaboration” and “social conflict” are the first-order factors chosen to define “ex-
change possibility” construct. Therefore, we first conducted a CFA to check their adequacy
degree with respect to the study’s sample (see Table 1).

Table 1. Fit indices—“collaboration” and “social conflict” subscale.

Subscale χ2 (gdl) ‡ NNFI CFI SRMR § RMSEA * ρ

Collaboration

All items 271.279 (8) 0.69 0.83 0.08 0.23 0.84

Removing items with lower saturation ¶

Without item 13 87.689 (4) 0.83 0.93 0.06 0.18 0.83

Without item 13-8 18.502 (1) 0.90 0.98 0.03 0.16 0.83

Social conflict

All items 176.769 (8) 0.72 0.85 0.07 0.18 0.81

Removing items with lower saturation ¶

Without item 5 93.287 (4) 0.78 0.91 0.05 0.14 0.80
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Table 1. Cont.

Subscale χ2 (gdl) ‡ NNFI CFI SRMR § RMSEA * ρ

Without item 5-19 3.343 (1) 0.98 0.99 0.01 0.06 0.80

The following criteria have been applied to evaluate the analysis: ‡ According to Corbetta [53] the probability
value for the Chi-square statistic is 0.00000. However, since χ2 is sensitive to the sample size, with a large sample
size, even when the model fits the data it is highly probable to have a p-value < 0.05. § A value of and less than
0.08 could be considered a good fit [54]. * According to MacCallum et al. [55] with values from 0.80 to 0.10 the fit
is mediocre but still acceptable. ¶ Items’ numbering corresponds to the original scale’s order presentation.

Based on the final attempt results, for the “collaboration” subscale we included the
items¶: collaboration1, collaboration2, collaboration18, and collaboration20. All items’
saturation are between 0.53 and 0.83. Based on the final attempt results, for the “social
conflict” subscale we included the items¶: social-conflict4, social-conflict10, social-conflict9,
social-conflict12, and social-conflict16. All the items’ saturation are between 0.51 and 0.86.

Since “exchange possibility” is a latent construct, resulting from the first-order factors
“collaboration” and “conflict”, we conducted a CFA to check the adequacy degree with
respect to the study’s sample (Table 2).

Table 2. Fit indices—“relationship”.

Attempt χ2 (gdl) ‡ NNFI CFI SRMR § RMSEA * ρ

All items 98.989 (15) 0.92 0.95 0.04 0.09 0.63

Removing items with lower saturation ¶

Without item 9 64.998 (9) 0.92 0.97 0.04 0.09 0.65

The following criteria have been applied to evaluate the analysis: ‡ According to Corbetta [53] the probability
value for the Chi-square statistic is 0.00000. However, since χ2 is sensitive to the sample size, with a large sample
size, even when the model fits the data it is highly probable to have a p-value < 0.05. § A value of and less than
0.08 could be considered a good fit [54]. * According to MacCallum et al. [55] with values from 0.80 to 0.10 the fit
is mediocre but still acceptable. ¶ Items’ numbering corresponds to the original scale’s order presentation.

Based on the results and the items’ saturation (all between 0.53 and 0.89), in the final
version, we considered all the items, except for social-conflict9.

3.2. Work Purpose

“Vision” and “task” are the first-order factors chosen to define “work purpose” con-
struct. Therefore, we first conducted a CFA to check their adequacy degree with respect to
the study’s sample (see Table 3).

Table 3. Fit indices—“vision” and “task orientation” subscales.

Subscale χ2 (gdl) ‡ NNFI CFI SRMR § RMSEA * ρ

Vision

All items 701.331 (34) 0.76 0.82 0.08 0.18 0.90

Removing items with lower saturation ¶

Without item 9 468.643 (26) 0.81 0.86 0.07 0.16 0.90

Without item 9-8 381.572 (19) 0.82 0.88 0.07 0.17 0.90

Without item 9-8-10 254.544 (13) 0.84 0.90 0.06 0.17 0.90

Without item
9-8-10-7 224.398 (8) 0.82 0.90 0.06 0.20 0.90
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Table 3. Cont.

Subscale χ2 (gdl) ‡ NNFI CFI SRMR § RMSEA * ρ

Without item
9-8-10-7-5 22.999 (4) 0.97 0.99 0.03 0.09 0.90

Task orientation

All items 146.492 (19) 0.95 0.96 0.03 0.10 0.92

The following criteria have been applied to evaluate the analysis: ‡ According to Corbetta [53] the probability
value for the Chi-square statistic is 0.00000. However, since χ2 is sensitive to the sample size, with a large sample
size, even when the model fits the data it is highly probable to have a p-value < 0.05. § A value of and less than
0.08 could be considered a good fit [54]. * According to MacCallum et al. [55] with values from 0.80 to 0.10 the fit
is mediocre but still acceptable. ¶ Items’ numbering corresponds to the original scale’s order presentation.

Based on the final attempt results, for the “vision” subscale we included the items¶:
vision1, vision2, vision3, vision4, and vision6. All the items’ saturation are between 0.64
and 0.90. Based on the final attempt results, for the “task” subscale we included the items¶:
task11, task12, task13, task14, task15, task16, task17, and task18. All the items’ saturation
are between 0.65 and 0.88.

Since “work purpose” is a latent construct, resulting from the first-order factors
“vision” and “task”, we conducted a CFA to check the adequacy degree with respect to the
study’s sample (Table 4).

Table 4. Fit indices—“work purpose”.

Attempt χ2 (gdl) ‡ NNFI CFI SRMR § RMSEA * ρ

All items 382.851 (60) 0.92 0.94 0.07 0.09 0.94

The following criteria have been applied to evaluate the analysis: ‡ According to Corbetta [53] the probability
value for the Chi-square statistic is 0.00000. However, since χ2 is sensitive to the sample size, with a large sample
size, even when the model fits the data it is highly probable to have a p-value < 0.05. § A value of and less than
0.08 could be considered a good fit [54]. * According to MacCallum et al. [55] with values from 0.80 to 0.10 the fit
is mediocre but still acceptable.

Based on the results and items’ saturation (all between 0.65 and 0.89), in the final
version, we considered all the items.

3.3. Organizational Management

“Change” and “leadership” are the first-order factors chosen to define “organizational
management” construct. Therefore, we first conducted a CFA to check their adequacy
degree with respect to the study’s sample (see Table 5).

Based on the final attempt result, for the “change” subscale we included the items¶:
change1, change4, change5, change6, change7, change8, change9, and change10. All
the items’ saturation are between 0.70 and 0.88. Based on the final attempt result, for
the “leadership” subscale we included the items¶: leadership1, leadership2, leadership3,
leadership4, leadership5, and leadership6. All items’ saturation are between 0.69 and 0.86.

Since “organizational management” is a latent construct, resulting from the first-order
factors “change” and “leadership”, we conducted a CFA to check the adequacy degree
with respect to the study’s sample (Table 6).

Based on the results and the items’ saturation (all between 0.68 and 0.88), in the final
version, we considered all the items.
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Table 5. Fit indices—“change” and “leadership” subscales.

Subscale χ2 (gdl) ‡ NNFI CFI SRMR § RMSEA * ρ

Change

All items 272.974 (34) 0.92 0.94 0.04 0.12 0.93

Removing items with lower saturation ¶

Without item 2 201.688 (26) 0.94 0.95 0.03 0.11 0.93

Without item 2-3 146.753 (19) 0.95 0.96 0.03 0.10 0.93

Leadership

All items 132.527 (8) 0.91 0.95 0.03 0.15 0.92

The following criteria have been applied to evaluate the analysis: ‡ According to Corbetta [53] the probability
value for the Chi-square statistic is 0.00000. However, since χ2 is sensitive to the sample size, with a large sample
size, even when the model fits the data it is highly probable to have a p-value < 0.05. § A value of and less than
0.08 could be considered a good fit [54]. * According to MacCallum et al. [55] with values from 0.80 to 0.10 the fit
is mediocre but still acceptable. ¶ Items’ numbering corresponds to the original scale’s order presentation.

Table 6. Fit indices—“management processes”.

Attempt χ2 (gdl) ‡ NNFI CFI SRMR § RMSEA * ρ

All items 389.672 (72) 0.94 0.95 0.04 0.09 0.95

The following criteria have been applied to evaluate the analysis: ‡ According to Corbetta [53] the probability
value for the Chi-square statistic is 0.00000. However, since χ2 is sensitive to the sample size, with a large sample
size, even when the model fits the data it is highly probable to have a p-value < 0.05. § A value of and less than
0.08 could be considered a good fit [54]. * According to MacCallum et al. [55] with values from 0.80 to 0.10 the fit
is mediocre but still acceptable.

3.4. Well-Being

To check the scales’ adequacy degree with respect to the study’s sample, a CFA was
conducted (see Table 7).

Table 7. Fit indices—“well-being” subscale.

Subscale χ2 (gdl) ‡ NNFI CFI SRMR § RMSEA * ρ

Energy

All items 40.135 (4) 0.92 0.97 0.03 0.1 0.87

Involvement

All items 158.864 (4) 0.59 0.84 0.07 0.25 0.60

Removing items with lower saturation ¶

Without item 13 155.924 (1) −0.03 0.83 0.08 0.5 0.79

The following criteria have been applied to evaluate the analysis: ‡ According to Corbetta [53] the probability
value for the Chi-square statistic is 0.00000. However, since χ2 is sensitive to the sample size, with a large sample
size, even when the model fits the data it is highly probable to have a p-value < 0.05. § A value of and less than
0.08 could be considered a good fit [54]. * According to MacCallum et al. [55] with values from 0.80 to 0.10 the fit
is mediocre but still acceptable. ¶ Items’ numbering corresponds to the original scale’s order presentation.

Based on the results, we decided to use only the subscale “energy”, including all the
items originally formulated (saturations between 0.70 and 0.81).
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3.5. Model Testing

Based on the results (see Table 8 and Figure 2), the model has good fit indices, which
are statistically significant and satisfy the β parameter.

Table 8. Fit indices model modified—well-being outcome.

Model χ2 (gdl) ‡ NNFI CFI SRMR § RMSEA * ρ

Model 1 1798.881 (757) 0.81 0.82 0.07 0.05 0.95

Model 2 (final) 1760.331 (716) 0.92 0.92 0.07 0.05 0.96

The following criteria have been applied to evaluate the analysis: ‡ According to Corbetta [53] the probability
value for the Chi-square statistic is 0.00000. However, since χ2 is sensitive to the sample size, with a large sample
size, even when the model fits the data it is highly probable to have a p-value < 0.05. § A value of and less than
0.08 could be considered a good fit [54]. * According to MacCallum et al. [55] with values from 0.80 to 0.10 the fit
is mediocre but still acceptable.
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Figure 2. Final model. * All model’s association are significant for p < 0.001.

These results show that the theoretical model only partially fits the data. Regardless
of their strength, all model associations are significant at p < 0.001. With regard to the
relations that constitute this model, some remarks can be made. The first of these concerns
antecedent exogenous variables’ correlations. The positive sign confirms that the three
exogenous variables correlate with each other in the same direction. The correlation be-
tween organizational management and work purpose, with a β value of 0.68, is particularly
strong while OCD’s correlations with organizational management (β = 0.27) and work
purpose (β = 0.10) are weaker. Results also confirm the association (β = 0.72) between work
purpose and the exchange possibility as proposed by our model. Finally, results show
that the impact of the exchange possibility on the outcome variable well-being is good
(β = 0.42). Based on the analysis, our model has some interesting elements in support of
the assumption that well-being is linked with the LWTO perspective.
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4. Discussion

Because it provides the opportunity to experience the professional dimension in terms
of continuity and personal commitment, well-being is a prerequisite for organizational
effectiveness and survival. “Organizations need to be aware that employees need to
experience well-being, and that they play a crucial role in the promotion of well-being
through HR practices” [30] (p. 12).

As pointed out earlier, assuming that an organization is a living system and, therefore,
a system of relationships aimed at producing (goods or services), we believe that research
works must fill two relevant gaps in the well-being literature: the tendency to put in contrast
well-being and performance [5,25,26]; the fact that few studies consider the difference as a
crucial element to promote (or, at least, sustain) well-being [31–33].

In this study, we have sought to understand if LWTO perspective could provide a
complex perspective able to “sustain a generative and effective dialog” between well-being,
performance, and diversity. As stated previously, through LWTO, we can approach the
study of professional well-being by connecting it to different dimensions of organizational
life. Indeed, a good LWTO between workers makes it possible to prevent forms of exclusion
and malaise and allows for the enhancement of the specificities of each professional, while
promoting performance through exchange between minds at work [36–43].

Our study showed that the exchange possibility between identity and otherness is
predicted by the exogenous variable work purpose and seems to influence well-being.
Specifically, well-being is linked with the relationship quality between identity and other-
ness, which is influenced by the presence (or absence) of a clear and shared work purpose.
Thus, work purpose, triangulating with identity and otherness, promotes an exchanging
possibility and, thus, allows to “get in touch” with differences to find a possible agreement.
As evidenced by the model testing, a clear, shared, and sustainable work purpose proved
to have an impact on exchange possibility. This finding is in line with the fact that work
purpose is an essential part of professionals’ daily experiences. as showed by the analysis,
we can also say that, thanks to work purpose, the relationship between identity and oth-
erness can be lived through cooperation and non-destructive conflict, thus safeguarding
professionals’ well-being.

In contrast, the associations of the OCD and organizational management factors with
the exchange possibility were deleted, because the β parameters could not be considered
satisfying. However, the deletion of these associations does not necessarily imply that
these factors could have a potential impact. Thus, with an in-depth model analysis, we can
observe that they both have correlations (even though quite moderate) with work purpose.
Organizational management, compared with OCD, has a higher correlation with work
purpose. The higher correlation might depend on the fact that management processes
are explicitly related to the management of each professional and to the overall system of
human resources. Moreover, OCD can still be considered a novelty in the Italian context;
thus, in Italian organizations, diversity still finds little space.

Through OCD and organizational management, professionals can be made aware
of what can be considered legitimate and of the organizational direction about new pos-
sibilities and interests. Moreover, all these elements contribute to defining the degree of
clearness, sharing, and sustainability of the work purpose.

Regarding the association between exchange possibility and well-being, even if the β

parameter could be not particularly high and satisfying, our results can still be considered
aligned and coherent with our perspective assumptions. The β parameter value obtained
might depend on the fact that well-being could be primarily connected with individuals
rather than with a group or organization. However, according to the analysis, we can say
that the possibility to promote well-being is connected to a specific way of living in relation
with otherness—that is, sharing cooperation and non-destructive conflict through a clear,
shared, and sustainable work purpose.

In summary, the relationship between identity and otherness has an interesting sig-
nificance in discussions of well-being in organizations, and this relationship deeply relies
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on the characteristics of work purpose. As a final point, attention should be given to the
fact that work purpose, by contributing to the quality of the relationship between identity
and otherness, promotes not only well-being but also more aware and effective work and
production processes.

4.1. Practical Implications

When a point of convergence—that is, work purpose—is found, mutual expecta-
tions between employees and organization are explicit, HRM practices can be perceived
positively, work processes become more manageable, and organizational confidence in-
creases [5,11,26].

By promoting effective commitment and aligning employees’ interests more closely
with organizational goals, work purpose supports not only well-being but also performance.
Work purpose can support the process through which HRM practices communicate clear
signals about organizational expectations from employees, thus promoting a good-quality
environment and letting employees reciprocate through positive workplace attitudes and
behavior. In summary, a clear, shared, and sustainable work purpose—in relation with other
organizational LWTO factors—could help HRM systems to create a “win–win” situation for
employees and the organization, in which working processes are facilitated, performance
is strengthened, and a “well-being-supportive” environment is enhanced [26,38,39].

From this study, key points emerge both for the understanding of organizational life
and for a possible critical analysis, in consideration of the following questions [56–58]: How
much relational exchange is allowed? How much “space” can diversity and its expression
find? Are the organizational mandates sustainable and clear enough for people to invest
in them?

As a final word of caution, we wish to highlight that, since these elements are all
connected to each other, in their management and operational translation they cannot be
split but must all be considered together.

4.2. Limitations and Future Directions

Analyzing this study’s limitations makes it possible to define some directions for
future research. Firstly, even if our sample size can be considered quantitatively speaking
adequate, it still does not offer a satisfying representativeness of the heterogeneity in
the Italian working population. Thus, the majority of organizations involved in this
study is characterized with a very homogeneous human resources composition (especially
regarding nationality). For this reason, the model should be tested with a different sample
composition. We are aware that the use of indirect measures could be a limitation of this
study; however, we did not find direct measures consistent with the constructs of our
model. Moreover, the RMSEA value in some scales’ CFA is not satisfactory. However,
we felt it was still interesting going on, since we used all Italian validated scales and all
Cronbach’s alpha values range from 0.70 and up. In fact, we had decided to apply the CFA
just to guarantee a greater refinement of the scales and to remove the items with the lowest
saturations with respect to our sample, which was very homogeneous in composition and
belonged to different professional fields than those of the original validation. We suggest
that future works should work in this direction. It would be also interesting to evaluate
the effects on the model of group dynamics in organizations. It may also be worthwhile to
continue the research with a qualitative approach, to point out all the different and deeper
shades of this topic.

Lastly, future studies might include comparisons between different kinds of profes-
sionals and organizations to test whether different types of product/service have an impact.
Effectively, in service realities a strong symbolic charge generally connotes work purpose,
while in production enterprises, a strong business charge usually does so. However, al-
though different kinds of organizations are characterized by different types of “products”,
they are all called to endorse a “well-being-oriented” environment to support professionals’
and organizational growth.
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